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I am sure that some people have uniformly positive, stress-free experiences around family holiday get-togethers. They

attend events which are peopled by like-minded, temperamentally and politically balanced relatives. Some clans sit around

the turkey (tofu or otherwise) with almost nothing to discuss, as “you are so right about that; I feel precisely the same way”

punctuates every other bite.

There are many others, though, who have a couple of “issues” — a variety of complicated feelings that emerge before, during,
and after seeing one or more of their relatives.

For some people, the flavor of most family dishes, including the marshmallow-laced sweet potatoes, is bittersweet.

Either way, I think there are ways of improving your coping surrounding family events.

If you are fortunate enough to have a family with lots of “clean” love to give, perhaps there are ways of enriching the
experience with people who could populate your Facebook timeline for much of your life.

Before events.

If you are in the “no issues” camp, then you may not be thinking much about family reunions during the lead-up. You can go
with this, trying to leave the house and your job in a good state so you can compartmentalize stressors and really enjoy the

event.

You can try to clear your head so that you can be fully physically and emotionally present when seeing people you don’t see

every day.

It would be a shame to be ragged and preoccupied when you are with aunts and uncles, nieces or nephews whom you

treasure.

On the other hand, given the difficulty of actually putting things in the shape we wish they were before vacations, you could

give yourself permission to let things go and to chill out even more prior to the big day, preparing yourself for maximum
receptivity to family bonding.

Maybe you can become one of the prized relatives who seems strikingly calm, interested, and present in catch-up

discussions, the person who says, “How are things?” and really wants the truth.

If you have a complicated feeling or memory or two, start by reminding yourself that there are a tremendous diversity of

family experiences, some more challenging and some less so.

Many people would embrace the questionnaire item, “My family is quite different.” Families can be volatile or boringly quiet.

They can feel too large or too small. They can feel cold and critical. They can have a humor that cuts a bit wrong, “Wow.
Looks like you lost hair and gained weight; you got it backwards, buddy.”

During events.

If your family is in a good emotional place, then be fully present and value what is unique about the experience. Some

history is particularly significant to relatives. Delight in recalling a grandmother’s difficult sense of humor and style — “Carol,

why are you wearing that!” — among cousins who get it.

Reminisce about shared experiences. Tell the family stories that the younger generation needs to hear. “You walked forty

minutes to school — without a cellphone?! And you came home for lunch!” “You were let out of school early because it was

raining? No way!”

If the side dish of cranberry sauce you bring to the meal is accompanied by extra helpings of unfinished family business,

your tasks during the reunion might be different. Scan for and tune into points of relatedness with different family members.

Build separate relationships with the diverse people there. If in doubt, lead a walk or get a game of tag going with the

children.

Family events are not for working through the big issues of your life. Avoid negative escalation and practice the three key

strategies for coping with your family.

Borrowing from the Realtors’ creed, they are acceptance, acceptance, and acceptance. You know you can’t really change them
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anyway and it is not your job to do so.

The work is to appreciate the love that is likely underneath, even if it is not always expressed in the way you wish.

After events.

Formally thank your host, be it your mother or your sister; it is a tough role even when welcomed. Whether or not you

normally do so, jot a quick note of thanks and share what the day meant to you. If it was guilt or pressure that fueled the

Camry this year, do so anyway.

Reflect on how your family has shaped you. What values and traditions do you wish to carry forward? Which patterns are

you determined to break? Even if you are not the journaling type, get some thoughts down on paper. (“Note to self — say

‘yes’ to making nice photo albums and ‘no’ to dripping sarcasm”).

Finally, understand that there are some needs your family members may not have the capacity to meet; it is just not how

they are wired.

You may indeed have to look elsewhere for validation of creative life paths and optimistic guidance. The people involved in

the origin of your problems are often not the best sounding boards for working them through.

Negativity can arise from worry, anxiety, and old stories of their own.

Feelings and emotions help us to know that we are alive. Few things provide us with these nutrients more than family.

I hope that you can use the raw materials that are abundant at this time of year to further tremendous and courageous

personal growth.

Ben Johnson, PhD, ABPP is a clinical psychologist who practices, supervises, and teaches psychotherapy at RICBT, Brown

University, and URI. He loves helping people apply a broad range of psychological concepts and strategies to reduce

isolation and improve their moods, relationships, productivity, and lives.
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